Abstract. The unprecedented sensitivity, angular resolution and broad bandwidth coverage of Square Kilometre Array (SKA) radio polarimetric observations will allow us to address many long-standing mysteries in cosmic magnetism science. I will highlight the unique capabilities of the SKA to map the warm hot intergalactic medium, reveal detailed 3-dimensional structures of magnetic fields in local galaxies and trace the redshift evolution of galactic magnetic fields.
Introduction
The Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will be the most powerful radio telescope in the world and it is currently in pre-construction phase. It will be hosted at two separate sites: SKA1-MID (350 MHz−24 GHz) with 133 15-m SKA dishes and 64 13.5-m MeerKAT dishes over a maximum baseline of 150 km will be located in the Karoo site in South Africa, while SKA1-LOW (50−350 MHz) with 130,000 antennas over a maximum baseline of 65 km will be located in the Boolardy site in Western Australia. The full SKA1-MID will have ∼ 5 times better sensitivity and 4 times higher angular resolution than the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array, while the full SKA1-LOW will be a factor of ∼ 8 more sensitive than the Low Frequency Array. Science commissioning of SKA1 will commence in 2022 and full operation will begin in 2025 † . The origin and evolution of cosmic magnetism is one of the five original SKA Key Science Projects (Gaensler, Beck & Feretti 2004) . In the updated SKA science book Advancing Astrophysics with the SKA, the magnetism community continues to have a strong presence, contributing a total of 19 chapters. This proceedings will highlight selected topics covered in these chapters, as well as latest developments in the field which were not included in the science book.
Radio polarization observations encode rich information on particle densities and magnetic fields in the Universe on different scales: from Mpc down to sub-pc scales. Besides mapping the polarized synchrotron emission from the astrophysical object of interest, a key measurement of cosmic magnetism is the Faraday rotation towards polarized background extragalactic radio sources. These measurements, forming a so-called rotation measure (RM) grid, enable us to directly probe the magnetic field strength and direction, as well as the gas density in the foreground intervening medium.
Our knowledge of the rotation measure sky has improved significantly in the past 20 years. In the early 2000s, only ∼10 3 extragalactic sources have Faraday rotation measurements (Johnston-Hollitt 2003) . At present, the NRAO VLA Sky Survey rotation 2 measure catalog of Taylor et al. (2009) • ) provide us with ∼40,000 extragalactic RMs across the entire sky, enabling magnetic field measurements in a range of different foreground astrophysical objects. In addition to the ever increasing density of the all-sky RM grid, the advent of broadband polarimetrya more than 10-fold increase in the instantaneous observing bandwidth in frequencyhave brought revolution to our field in the recent years as well. Precise and nπ-ambiguity free Faraday rotation (Ma et al. 2018) along with other properties of the magnetized gas can be derived using newly-developed broadband polarization analysis tools.
An all-sky full Stokes survey at 2" resolution with SKA1-MID (Band 2) down to 4 µJy beam −1 will provide ∼ 7 to 14 million extragalactic radio sources with Faraday rotations (Johnston-Hollitt et al. 2015) . This dense RM grid will facilitate the characterization of astrophysical magnetic fields, gas densities and turbulence in unprecedented details.
Extragalactic Magnetism Science with the SKA

Revealing the elusive missing baryons and the magnetic fields in the cosmic web
Only about 50% of the expected baryons in the Universe can be accounted for, while the rest -missing baryons -are thought to reside in the warm-hot intergalactic medium (WHIM) in the form of shock-heated gas at 10 5 −10 7 K. The WHIM can be traced by absorption lines in X-ray and UV spectra, but extremely long integration time is required to produce high significance detection along a single sight line (Nicastro et al. 2018) . Radio observations offer a highly complementary approach to characterize the particle density and magnetic fields in the cosmic web. Shocks produced by the accretion of baryonic matter as large-scale structures of the Universe form are sufficient to accelerate particles to relativistic energies, illuminating the cosmic web in synchrotron emission in the presence of intergalactic magnetic fields. The WHIM should also produce imprints on the RM of background sources if magnetic fields permeate the cosmic web.
Currently, limits on the surface brightness and the magnetic fields of the cosmic web can be placed by cross-correlating tracers of large-scale structures and diffuse synchrotron emission (e.g., Brown et al. 2017 . Intergalactic magnetic field strength can also be estimated by determining whether a difference in the number of large scale structure filaments intercepting the line-of-sight corresponds to a difference in Faraday rotation between two nearby sight lines (O'Sullivan et al. 2018) . A potentially new population of radio sources in environments connecting galaxy clusters was discovered recently (Vacca et al. 2018 ). These sources have properties similar to those expected from the brightest patches of the diffuse emission associated with the WHIM.
With the advent of the SKA comes new methods to reveal the cosmic web. Direct imaging of the brightest filaments of the cosmic web will be possible with deep (>1000 hours) SKA1-LOW observations (Vazza et al. 2015) , provided that confusion from Galactic foreground synchrotron emission and extragalactic point source emission are minimized and accurately removed. A dense (>10 3 sources deg −2 ) and precise rotation measure grid (error∼1 rad m −2 ) towards filaments of the cosmic web and its structure function can probe the turbulent scale, gas densities and magnetic fields in the intergalactic medium (Akahori & Ryu 2011 , Taylor et al. 2015 . Performing a joint Faraday rotation and dispersion measure analysis of the ∼10 4 localized fast radio bursts anticipated by the SKA (Macquart et al. 2015) can put tight limits on properties of the magnetized intergalactic medium if the in situ and host galaxy contributions can be reliably subtracted (Akahori et al. 2016, Johnston et al. this volume) . The all-sky RM grid with redshift information will enable the employment of new Bayesian algorithms (Vacca et al. 2016 ) to statistically isolate Faraday rotation produced by the cosmic web. These different approaches will yield densities and magnetic fields of the WHIM, addressing the missing baryon problem and ultimately distinguishing between different magnetogenesis scenarios.
Mapping the 3-dimensional magnetic fields in nearby galaxies
The leading theories of the amplification of magnetic fields in galaxies are the fluctuation dynamo and the large-scale α-Ω dynamo, but details of these processes remain poorly constrained observationally. Rigorous comparisons between theoretical predictions and observations of 3-dimensional magnetic fields in nearby galaxies are necessary to fully understand these dynamos. Magnetic fields in approximately 100 galaxies have been studied by measuring their diffuse polarized synchrotron emission at limited angular resolution with mostly narrowband data (Beck & Wielebinski 2013) . Only 3 nearby largeangular extent galaxies, the Large and the Small Magellanic Clouds and M31, have had their magnetic fields probed via the RM-grid approach (Gaensler et al. 2005 , Mao et al. 2008 , Han et al. 1998 . These studies have established some basic properties of galactic magnetic fields, such as the typical field strength and the dominant disk field symmetry, but a 3-dimensional picture of galactic magnetic fields is still lacking. Broadband radio polarimetry in combination with models of the magnetized interstellar medium (ISM) can be used to conduct tomography to characterize both large and small-scale galactic magnetic fields as a function of the line-of-sight depth, thus yielding 3-D pictures of galactic magnetic fields (Fletcher et al. 2011, Kierdorf et al. this volume) .
While until now only a few galaxies have broadband polarization data that allow for tomography studies, the SKA will revolutionize this area. With the SKA, sensitive diffuse polarized synchrotron emission can be measured with excellent λ 2 coverage, specifically with SKA1-MID band 2, 4 and possibly 3 , Heald et al. 2015 , which is ideal for magnetic field tomography. The SKA will have enough surface brightness sensitivity to map the polarized emission at extremely high angular resolution (1 kpc at z∼0.04). Moreover, at least 200 nearby galaxies will have enough polarized background sources for us to conduct RM-grid experiments on. A joint analysis of the broadband diffuse polarized emission and the RM grid of nearby galaxies will provide a complete 3-D view of their magnetic fields. The strength and structure of the disk and halo magnetic fields and their radial and vertical dependencies can be determined. The nature (isotropic vs. anisotropic) and the power spectrum of random magnetic fields can be derived. With much improved angular resolution, an extensive search for extragalactic large-scale magnetic field reversals will also be feasible. A clear link between galaxy properties and their magnetic fields will emerge from these SKA data and will allow us to constrain the field generation processes.
Tracing the redshift evolution of galactic magnetic fields
Since galactic magnetic fields play important roles in processes that are closely linked to galaxy evolution, it is crucial to understand how galaxies and their magnetic fields have co-evolved over cosmic time. Directly tracing the redshift evolution of galactic magnetic fields is a challenging task: polarized synchrotron emission from cosmologically distant galaxies is faint and Faraday rotation produced by these distant galaxies when seen against background polarized sources is subjected to redshift dilution and is difficult to isolate from other sources of Faraday rotation along the line of sight. As a result, measurements of magnetic fields in galaxies beyond the local Universe are scarce. Recently, Mao et al. (2017) have demonstrated that strong gravitational lensing of polarized background quasars by galaxies offers a clean and effective probe of the in situ magnetic fields in individual cosmologically distant galaxies. Using differential polarization properties (Faraday rotation and fractional polarization) derived from broadband observations of a lensing system at z=0.44, the authors have derived both the magnetic field strength and geometry in the lensing galaxy as seen 4.6 billion years ago, making it the most distant galaxy with such a measurement.
At present, the number of systems for which this technique can be applied to is limited (Mao et al. in prep) . With an expected discovery of >10 4 new radio-bright gravitational lenses (a factor of > 100 more than the currently known systems, McKean et al. 2015) , the SKA will provide significantly more lensing systems that are well-suited for magnetism studies, extending measurements of magnetic fields in cosmologically distant galaxies to a much wider range in redshift and in mass. Along with other tracers of galactic magnetic fields at high redshifts (e.g., Basu et al. 2018) , the SKA will enable one to firmly establish the observational trend of galactic magnetic fields as a function of cosmic time.
Summary
